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Share Buybacks Enrich the Few 
Should you care what companies do with their profits?  Two U.S. democratic senators, Chuck Schumer and 
Bernie Sanders, in an article in the New York Times, argue that we should all care because what companies do 
with their profits can damage the economy and jobs.  
As a shareholder your main concern is what is best for your investment. Profits could be reinvested in new 
projects that generate more value than what they cost thus boosting shareholder value. This helps boost the 
economy and jobs. Failing any new investment opportunities, a company would be encouraged to return 
money to shareholders by declaring a dividend. Nothing wrong with this. 
However, instead of dividends, cash can be returned to shareholders via share buybacks. It is this latter 
method of profit distribution that is the subject of proposed new legislation by Schumer and Sanders. They 
argue that the buyback practice is damaging to the economy and employment.  They outline new laws that 
would restrict buybacks unless these companies invest more of their earnings in their employees and their 
communities. Specifically, they propose restrictions on buybacks unless a $15 an hour minimum wage is 
introduced along with seven days of sick leave and additional pension and health benefits. They say that “…at 
a time of huge income and wealth inequality, Americans should be outraged that these most profitable 
companies are laying off workers while spending billions of dollars to boost their share value to further enrich 
the few.” 
The problem is that most companies issue sizeable stock options to top management. Eventually, the number 
of shares outstanding increases. So buybacks simply reduce the shares outstanding to previous levels. The 
result is a simple exercise where share buybacks result in enriching top management at the expense of 
ordinary shareholders and the long term needs of workers and society. Veteran hedge fund manager Mark 
Yusko said buybacks should be made illegal because they are simply “a perpetuating loop that benefits one 
small group of people”. 
No company buys back more stock than Apple. In the past 10 years they have bought back $239m worth of 
their stock. In the same period, Exxon Mobile bought back $105m, Microsoft $94m, IBM $93m and Oracle 
$82m. 2018 recorded the largest US corporate buybacks at $1.1 trillion which is somewhat driven by the more 
favourable tax treatment on buybacks than dividends. However, job creating investments have not grown by 
as much. Of the $8trillion in corporate earnings made between 2008 and 2017, 53% went on buybacks, 30% on 
dividends and 17% on capital investment. 
The Schumer and Sanders proposed legislation, putting restrictions on share buybacks, will be seen as one 
piece of legislation to pull earnings out of the top 1% and back to the middle classes. When fully implemented, 
for instance, the US 2017 tax bill will see 83% of its value go to the top 1% of earners.  The theoretical 
corroboration for share buybacks, aided by corporate tax cuts, originates from the  ‘trickle-down economics’ of 
the Regan and Thatcher era of the 1980s, in which it was claimed that tax cuts for the wealthiest would boost 
economic growth and therefore the economic fortunes of the disadvantaged. This claim was mocked by John 
Kenneth Galbraith’s describing it as ‘horse-and-sparrow economics’ – ‘if you feed enough oats to the horse, 
some will pass through to feed the sparrows’.  
While the idea of government telling corporations what they should do with their profits horrifies libertarians, 
ethical issues challenge the function of business and financial management. Corporate social responsibility is 
aimed at encouraging companies to be more aware of the impact of their business on shareholders and 
society.  So perhaps Schumer and Sanders are on to something and if so we should all care what companies do 
with their profits.  
 
 
 
 
 
